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1. The aim of the Ph. D. thesis

The dissertation aims to explore a relatively unexplored field of Translation Studies, namely the translation of guidebooks.

2. The main question of the research

The main question of the research is whether translated guidebooks manage to fulfil the target readers’ expectations, both form- and contactwise.

Based on this general question, more specific questions and hypotheses can be formed after defining the material of the research.

3. Theoretical background

Adapting the hierarchy of needs well known in psychology (Maslow 1970) and tourism (Fazakas, Török 2002, Pernyéz 2003, Lengyel 2004, Michalkó 2004) to the readers of guidebooks, the function of guidebooks can be defined as giving information and stimuli so that the tourist’s needs concerning the destination will be satisfied.


Concentrating on the translation aspect, the translating problems of guidebooks can be given various theoretical frameworks.

The theory of functional equivalence (Klaudy 1999), the phenomenon of quasi-correctness (Klaudy 1987), the skopos theory (Vermeer 1978), Gutt’s (1991) relevance theory and the genre-specific approach (Károly 2007) all lead to the conclusion that if translators want to create guidebooks that really satisfy tourists’ needs, i.e. that are similar to guidebooks written originally in the target language, then they need to make some changes in the target text in terms of both form and content.
4. Materials and methods

In accordance with the most common translation direction in guidebooks available in Hungary, the English–Hungarian language pair was chosen for the research. To narrow this still very wide range the research was limited to the guidebooks on Rome because of the city’s cultural richness. The main material eventually selected for the research is composed of twelve guidebooks on Rome: four of them written in English, their Hungarian translations, four of them written in Hungarian originally. Beside these twelve, additional guidebooks were chosen for the pragmatic analysis: partly original Hungarian guidebooks written on Rome over the last century (Szemenyei 1893, Laczó 1906, Siklóssy 1910, Lányi 1937), partly original guidebooks written on other capital cities (Bács 1976, 1979, Berezlay 199, 1982, Ember 1980, 1981, 1982, Lindner 1974, 1983, Pálffy 1980, 1988, Soproni, Faith 1975, Szathmári 1973, Verzár 1983, Závodszky, Lindholn 1983) published by Panoráma.

The analysis was carried out manually. Various examples were found to answer the specific questions in translating guidebooks on Rome from English into Hungarian, on the level of lexis and pragmatics as well as on the level of content.

5. Questions and hypotheses

Based on the general research question, after studying the research material, two hypotheses at the level of lexis, three questions at the level of pragmatics and one question at the level of content have been formed:

1) Foreign (here Italian) words appear in a greater number in translated Hungarian guidebooks than in original English guidebooks and in a smaller number than in original Hungarian guidebooks.

2) In the translated guidebooks there are toponyms that might appear odd to Hungarian readers as they mirror the influence of the original English text.

3) What linguistic devices are used to express interpersonal relations in the original English and Hungarian guidebooks?

4) What differences can be observed in terms of linguistic devices between the original English and Hungarian guidebooks?
5) Do translators consider these differences, i.e. is the translation a simple language transfer only or does it tend to feature the linguistic devices expressing interpersonal relations of the traditional genre of the target language?

6) In terms of content, what changes take place in the translated guidebooks compared to the source language texts?

6. Results

1) The analysis of **Italian lexis** occurring in original English and translated Hungarian texts revealed that regarding the Italian words’ presence the guidebooks translated from English into Hungarian can be placed between the guidebooks written originally in English and those written originally in Hungarian, as the translated guidebooks feature more Italian words than the original Hungarian guidebooks that traditionally dispense with foreign elements, whereas they feature less Italian words than the original English books that tend to use foreign elements frequently.

2) Varieties of **Roman toponyms** show little difference between the original Hungarian and translated Hungarian guidebooks. However the small number of outlandish forms all turned out to be due to the influence of the original English texts.

3) The analysis revealed that **interpersonal relations** are expressed both in English and in Hungarian guidebooks towards the reader (‘ad lectorem’) as well as regarding the author (‘ab auctore’) in an implicit and an explicit way too.

4) Differences can be observed between the original English and original Hungarian guidebooks within the explicit ‘ad lectorem’ category: instead of the use of second person expressed by *you* and *your* in English guidebooks, Hungarian guidebooks tend to use either the first person plural or some third person periphrastic form. Consequently, instead of imperatives Hungarian guidebooks feature coniunctivi.
5) Translators only partially consider Hungarian genre tradition: both forms characterising original English guidebooks and those characterising original Hungarian guidebooks occur in translated Hungarian guidebooks.

6) Translators tend to make the ‘practical’ information representing the lower levels of needs in Maslow’s pyramid different from what in the original guidebooks can be found by using analogy in the change of content. Seldom only do translators consider the different points of view of the source- and target culture while translating contrastive descriptions of customs and lifestyles, i.e. culture with small c of the destination. While translating Culture with capital C, translators mention far fewer Hungarian-specific references than might be expected by the target audience and than the original Hungarian guidebooks do. Among Hungarian-specific references implicit ones are less mentioned than explicit ones.

7. **The significance of the research**

   What is gained by the research is mainly the enlargement of the horizon of Translation Studies, as the dissertation gives a comprehensive view of problems appearing in translating this genre dealt with only superficially so far.

   The findings of the research can also be used in translation training and, in the long run, they can contribute to the melioration of the quality of translated guidebooks.
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